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In this course students will:
Feel more confident about using Spanish

and understanding authentic Spanish.

Read short intermediate level novels and
authentic Spanish-language literature.

Acquire and use many new words.

Discuss a wide variety of topics.

Describe cultural information &
make comparisons



Grading
Your grade in this class will be

a reflection of your proficiency in 
using the skills we practice.

Grade categories
Listening 14%
Speaking 28%
Reading 15%
Writing 28%
Culture 10%

Class work/Participation  5%

Classroom Rules

1.  Do not distract or disrupt the
learning.

2.  Food and drinks should be kept
to a discreet minimum. 

3.  No electronics unless directed.  
4.  Follow all other school rules.
5.  Behave in a way that shows 

dedication to the principles
of Lancer PRIDE



The goal is that by the
end of this course,

students will be living in
the Intermediate High
area, some making

reaches into Advanced
Low.

At the Intermediate High
level, you can converse

about most familiar
themes and understand
the main ideas of most

written & spoken
messages on common

topics.

What will we do in here?
Language is acquired through compelling, repetitive

comprehensible input...meaning you have to be
interested in a message you can understand & the

language will soak in.  

Thus, we will do a LOT of listening (music, podcasts,
video series, movies, stories) and reading (magazines,
blogs, articles, poems, short stories, novels, plays).
 These will focus around themes that are relevant &

interesting for young people in our world.



Materials for class:

Notebook or paper

Binder (preferred) or

folder

Pen or pencil

Highlighter

Recommended Apps
for Language Learners

1) Word Reference
2) Socrative Student

3) We Speke
4) Duolingo

Class Information
Get the scoop via:

Website
www.srtaferg.com

Text Reminders
Send a text message to 81010 with

the message saying @ferg4 
Standard message rates apply

1st time users will be asked for name

This is a language class & we will
work on speaking in the target

langauage in class most of the time.
The national standard is 90%--that
means the teachers AND students

should be using the language most of
the time!  How?

If the question is in Spanish, answer
in Spanish.

If the question is in English, answer in
English or Spanish.



Class Procedures




